Weekly Weather Summary
01-07 August 2019
1. Rainfall
Although the week started with weak southwest monsoon conditions, the monsoon
activated at the end of the week due to strengthening cross equatorial southwesterly
flow with the influence of a Typhoon in the west Pacific Ocean. It enhanced windy
condition over the country and suburb sea areas with fairly heavy rain in
southwestern parts, particularly in the western slopes of central hilly areas and
Northwestern part of the country on 7th.
Around 270 houses were partially damaged and trees were fallen in many areas,
roads were blocked and electricity was cut off due to prevailed windy condition in
Ratnapura, Vavuniya, Kegalle, Puttalam, Hambantota, Gampaha ,Galle and Nuwara
Eliya districts and in Mattegoda and Dambulla, areas (source DMC and Media ).
Heavy fog was reported in the Hatton area on 7th August.

Moderate showers were reported in several places in the Anuradhapura and Ampara
districts and light showers in Vavniya district during the week, particularly on 7th.
Highest 24 hour rainfall for this week’s period was reported from Divulapitiya area
in Gampaha district with a rainfall amount of 98.5 mm on 07th August.
Prevailing dry weather in the northern half of the island continued further and the
water level of the Senanayake Samudra Tank in Ampara district decreased
considerably prompting authorities to suspend issuing water for agricultural
purposes. It is said that the Water level of the Senanayake Samudra has reduced to
12,500 ft from its average level of 77,000 ft.
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Figure 1: Total rainfall (mm) during the week
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Figure 2. Daily Rainfall (mm) and maximum and minimum temperatures (0C) during the
week
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Main Meteorological
Stations
Anuradhapura
Badulla
Bandarawela
Batticaloa
Colombo
Galle
Hambanthota
Jaffna
Monaragala
Katugasthota
Katunayake
Kurunagala
Maha Illuppallama
Mannar
Polonnaruwa
Nuwara Eliya
Pothuvil
Puttalam
Rathmalana
Rathnapura
Trincomalee
Vavuniya
Mattla

Rainfall
(mm)
17.6
0.3
0.3
0.2
41.3
26.3
76.1
0.6
0
39.9
82.7
29.5
39.7
0.6
9.2
11.1
0
61.1
46.4
47.5
0.4
5.9
29.6

Hydro-Catchment Areas
Station
Rainfall (mm)
Castlereigh
30.5
Norton
61.8
Maussakele
29.7
Canyon
53.4
Lakshapana
66
Upper Kotmale
10
Kotmale
27.1
Victoriya
7.7
Randenigala
2.7
Rantambe
2.2
Bowatenna
17.6
Ukuwela
34.2
Samanala Wawa
2.5
Kukuleganaga
69.5
Maskeliya
10
Neboda
68.8

Other rainfall
stations
Table-01 Total Rainfall (mm) at Main
Meteorological stations and hydro catchment
areas during the week.
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Divulapitiya
Baddegama
Mapalana
Marawila
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Rainfall (mm)
98.5
84.0
96.2
94.4
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2. Temperature
The highest day time (maximum) temperature, 37.8 0C was reported from Batticaloa
main meteorological station on 07 August and the lowest minimum temperature was
12.9 0C reported at Nuwara-Eliya station on 02 August.
The maximum temperature in the day time was predominantly 2-30C above normal
in all meteorological offices. The maximum temperature in the Batticaloa area was
50C above normal on 7th August which was the highest increase of the week. The
maximum temperature in the same area was 40C above normal on 5th August.
The minimum temperature in the night time was well above normal in all
meteorological offices. The minimum temperature in Ratmalana has risen by 60C in
04 August as the maximum increase. On most days, the minimum temperature in the
night time was 2-30C above normal in every Meteorological stations.
3. Wind
Surface wind was mostly westerly to south-westerly during the week with wind speeds
varying between (30-50) kmph. The wind speed increased up to (60-80) kmph during
the night time on 07 August.
Upper winds at 850hPa:
Wind direction in 850 hPa pressure level was westerly to south-westerly and
climatological wind direction was North-Westerly to Westerly during same period.
There was a significant wind convergence area over Central and Eastern Bay of Bengal
sea area and wind speed also higher than normal. Anticlockwise wind anomaly was
prevailed in North-western Bay of Bengal sea area. Wind speeds varied between (1530) kts over Sri Lanka.
Observed

Figure 4.1
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Climatology

Figure 4.2
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Anomaly

Figure 4.3
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Upper winds at 700hPa:

Observed winds and climatological winds at 700hPa level over the island were
mostly North-westerly to westerly indirection. Winds convergence area prevailed on
Bay of Bengal sea area in observed wind pattern but it was not seemed in
climatology. Therefore southern hemispheric winds seemed in wind anomaly
pattern. Wind speeds varied between (25-35) kts.
Observed

Figure 5.1
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Climatology

Figure 5.2
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Anomaly

Figure 5.3
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